
*SYSTEM PACKAGES

KV2 SMALL SPEECH PA SYSTEM

Pro audio sound, at an affordable price. This system is ideally for a
small sized room with up to 75 guests. The package comes with 2
powered 6 inch. All amplifiers are in-build into the speakers cutting
down on the space required, great when space is limited. It’s ideal for
speech reinforcement in a small space. All the required cables and bits
to setup the system are included, some audio knowledge is required.

Kv2 EX6 Active Speaker

The EX6 is a very high quality compact speaker system producing a 2-
way full range solution, which defies its size. With amazing clarity for
musical reproduction, the EX6 is perfect for discreet installations or
audio visual presentations where sound quality is paramount but size
also matters. The EX6 features state of the art components including
NVPD compression driver, 6in woofer and complete on-board control
with electronic crossovers, phase alignment, equalization and speaker
protection integrated into the EX6’s amplifier module.

Soundcraft M8 Mixer

The Soundcraft M8 is exceptionally easy to use. The control surface
will be immediately familiar to anyone who has used a mixer before and



will quickly become second nature even to a novice. All inputs, EQ,
auxes, panning and level controls are presented clearly, saving you
time when creating your mixes and providing you with more time to
spend on achieving the best sound. High quality 100mm faders
combine with signal and peak LEDs on every channel and high
resolution output metering places the operator in total control. Youll find
no unsightly screw heads anywhere on the M Series front panel to get
in the way of your mixing, while a durable, multi-coat paint finish,
ensures that a Soundcraft M Series console always looks as good as it
sounds.<br/><br/>8 mono inputs, 4 stereo inputs, 4 stereo returns<br/>

Other systems are also available. Crew can supplied on request,
please email us for a quote for crew. If you would like to discuss feel
free to contact us hire@orbitalsound.com

Contained within the
package:
 • 2 x KV2 EX6
Loudspeaker
 • 2 x Speaker stands
 • 1 x Soundcraft M8
mixer
 • 1 x Mini jack
connection for laptop,
mobile, MP3 player
 • cable as required
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